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A mildly relativistic radio jet from the otherwise
normal type Ic supernova 2007gr
Z. Paragi1,2, G. B. Taylor3, C. Kouveliotou4, J. Granot5, E. Ramirez-Ruiz6, M. Bietenholz7,8, A. J. van der Horst4,
Y. Pidopryhora1, H. J. van Langevelde1,10, M. A. Garrett9,10,11, A. Szomoru1, M. K. Argo12, S. Bourke1 & B. Paczyński{

The class of type Ic supernovae have drawn increasing attention
since 1998 owing to their sparse association (only four so far) with
long duration c-ray bursts (GRBs)1–4. Although both phenomena
originate from the core collapse of a massive star, supernovae emit
mostly at optical wavelengths, whereas GRBs emit mostly in soft
c-rays or hard X-rays. Though the GRB central engine generates
ultra-relativistic jets, which beam the early emission into a narrow
cone, no relativistic outflows have hitherto been found in type Ib/c
supernovae explosions, despite theoretical expectations5–7 and
searches8. Here we report radio (interferometric) observations
that reveal amildly relativistic expansion in a nearby type Ic super-
nova, SN 2007gr. Using two observational epochs 60 days apart, we
detect expansion of the source and establish a conservative lower
limit for the average apparent expansion velocity of 0.6c.
Independently, a second mildly relativistic supernova has been
reported9. Contrary to the radio data, optical observations10–13 of
SN 2007gr indicate a typical type Ic supernovawith ejecta velocities
6,000 km s21, much lower than in GRB-associated supernovae.

We conclude that in SN 2007gr a small fraction of the ejecta pro-
duced a low-energy mildly relativistic bipolar radio jet, while the
bulk of the ejecta were slower and, as shown by optical spectro-
polarimetry14, mildly aspherical.

On 2007 August 15.51 UT the Katzman Automatic Imaging
Telescope (KAIT) discovered15 SN 2007gr at magnitude 13.8 in the
bright spiral galaxy NGC 1058, at a distance16 of 10.66 1.3Mpc. At
discovery, SN 2007gr was less than five days old, based on its non-
detection with KAIT on 2007 August 10.44 UT. Later optical observa-
tions11,12 firmly classified SN 2007gr as a type Ic stripped envelope
core-collapse supernova. SN 2007gr was one of the closest of its
kind. Radio observations17 with the Very Large Array (VLA) on
2007 August 17 revealed a radio source with a flux density
F8.4GHz5 0.6106 0.040mJy, thus making the source an ideal can-
didate for high-resolution radio imaging. The electronic very long
baseline interferometry (e-VLBI) technique, which significantly
improved the flexibility of the European VLBI network (EVN),
enabled us to carry out sensitive high-angular-resolution observa-
tions soon after the discovery.

We observed SN 2007gr at 5 GHzwith a subset of the EVN on 2007
September 6–7 for 11 h (,25 days after the supernova explosion),
using the e-VLBI technique (see also Supplementary Information
Sections 1 and 3). We detected a source with a peak brightness of
422 mJy per beam at 5.6 times the off-source noise level of 75 mJy per

beam and determined an upper limit of 7milliarcseconds (mas) for
its angular diameter size (Fig. 1). At 10.6Mpc, this corresponds to a
linear (diameter) size of,1.13 1018 cm, which sets an upper limit of
Ævappæ, 8.6c on the average isotropic apparent expansion speed of
the ejecta.
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Figure 1 | EVN and EVN1GBT observations of SN 2007gr. The colours,
ranging from2150 to 441mJy per beam, show themapof SN2007gr observed
on 2007 September 6–7 at 5GHz with the EVN using the e-VLBI technique.
Theoff-source noise in themap is 75mJy per beam, and the peak is 422mJy per
beam (5.6s). TheVLBI location of RA5 02h 43min 27.97151 s, dec.5137u
209 44.68730 (J2000) is consistentwith theVLAcoordinatesRA5 02h 43min
27.972 s, dec.5137u 209 44.6770 (J2000) obtained at a lower resolution. The
black contours show the naturally weighted and tapered EVN1GBT image of
SN2007gr on 2007November 5–6. At this epoch the off-source noise is 13mJy
per beam, and the peak is 60mJy per beam (4.7s). The image is centred at the
positionmeasured by the EVN at the first epoch. The apparent position shift
in the peak brightness from the centre indicates that at lower resolution there
is some extended flux density detected near the supernova position. The
restoring beam for this image is 15.263 6.85mas at a position angle of 53.3u.
The contours are drawnat226, 26, 39 and52mJy per beam (corresponding to
22, 2, 3 and 4 s).
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1 /16eVSAG, Madrid, Nov 4 2011

User demand

•Disk-based network hours 
roughly constant
•2010 e-EVN network hours 
now at 240.5
•Total network hours 2010 
at 999

ToOs:  half (49.5%) of the total 
e-EVN observing time....



EXPReS was concluded in Mar 2010

Successful NEXPReS proposal kicked off in July 2010
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1 /16eVSAG, Madrid, Nov 4 2011

New project: NEXPReS

•Allow multiple correlator passes

•Continue to connect more  telescopes

•Reliable operations
•addressed by simultaneous recording

•Retrofit Mk5AB code
•Implement Bandwidth on demand

•Distributed correlation workflow
•High bandwidth storage solutions

•and get the best of both worlds

•NEXPReS maintains expertise
•Collaborations with NRENs

•Correlate in real time what you can, 

•Correlate later what you need
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1 /16eVSAG, Madrid, Nov 4 2011

NEXPReS project info
•15 partners (cf. 19 in EXPReS)

•Of which 3 choose not receive funds from EC

•Good mix from astronomy-networking-HPC communities

•High level of partner-contributed effort

•Kicked off in 2010 with EVN symposium
•Had to fit project within 3.5 M€ envelope

•Passed Year 1 review with good marks
•Some issues on spending profile

•Metrics of success hard to define

•And consortium agreement

•NEXPReS Consortium Agreement now done
•Money flowing any day now...
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1 /16eVSAG, Madrid, Nov 4 2011

Responsibilities

# Partner Management Coordination Other RTD Total Requested EC 
contrib.

NA 1 NA 2,3,4 SA 5,6 JRA 7,8
1

2

3
4

5

6

7
8
9

10

11
12

13
14

15

JIVE €326,700 €426,000 €1,356,400 €554,200 €2,663,300 €1,581,240

ASTRON €2,500 €0 €222,877 €339,044 €564,421 €334,390

INAF €0 €0 €0 €259,000 €259,000 €158,250
MPG €0 €0 €135,375 €0 €135,375 €135,375

UMAN €0 €0 €204,540 €126,524 €331,064 €219,113

OSO     €0 €0 €63,360 €386,648 €450,008 €287,088

VENT    €0 €0 €0 €86,025 €86,025 €52,144
FG-IGN  €12,250 €0 €0 €0 €12,250 €0
NORDUnet €0 €0 €214,825 €0 €214,825 €129,145

SURFnet €0 €0 €80,000 €0 €80,000 €0

PSNC    €0 €0 €0 €354,400 €354,400 €184,800
DANTE   €29,600 €0 €29,600 €0 €59,200 €0

AALTO   €0 €0 €54,000 €312,760 €366,760 €229,605
TUM     €0 €0 €136,520 €0 €136,520 €109,425

CSIRO   €0 €0 €79,425 €0 €79,425 €79,425

Total €371,050 €426,000 €2,576,922 €2,418,601 €5,792,573 €3,500,000



2 Joint Research Activities aiming 
at innovating future operations
Distributed correlation in 
astronomy domain
Transparent buffering

2 special Networking 
Activities 
Management & Outreach
Essential for success

2 user community networks 
continue from EXPReS
Astronomy use and policy
Network providers/telescope 
operators

2 Service Activities 
focus on new operational 
astronomical features: 
Higher bandwidth, dynamically 
cached transport, increasing 
flexibility of observations
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1 /16eVSAG, Madrid, Nov 4 2011

Addressing issues:

•Want to make all VLBI eVLBI
•Correlator passes are a problem

• Continue to work on correlator solutions

•Not all telescopes connected
• Sardinia, Russian, USA

•Reliable operations
•Of all components in the chain

•Implemented by transparent caching 
•And get the best of both worlds!

•Research high bandwidth recording
• Also useful for future archives

•Use resources sensibly
•Bandwidth on demand strategies

•Do distributed correlation in own domain

•Expertise relevant for SKA
•collaboration with Network providers
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/23EVN CBD, Bologna, 13 Oct 2011

Technical progress 

•First real-time e-VLBI with SFXC
•6 stations @512 Mbit/s

• August 26th

•Gracefully deals with stations dropping out

•Sensitive to equipment errors 
•bad CRCs, dead "tracks"

• Now solved! 
•only invalidate data in affected tracks

•3 Gbps fringes done!
•11 Oct 2011

•Sh —Km — (Ur)

•CDAS/Mk4

•First experiment with Korea
•worked straight oou of the box
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1 /16eVSAG, Madrid, Nov 4 2011

NEXPReS-related activities

•Hardware upgrades:
•Major overhaul of local network

•re-shuffling of equipment and 
cabinets
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1 /16eVSAG, Madrid, Nov 4 2011 5

Service Activities

•Bandwidth on demand:
•NSI (Network Services Interface) has been declared the standard

• Only one BoD standard needs to be targeted

• First working version expected within weeks

•Pushing for VDIF in dBBC
• For NEXPReS, UniBoard, international compatibility

•Where is the Mk5C 4Gbps functionality?

3
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1 /16eVSAG, Madrid, Nov 4 2011

NEXPReS impact on EVN

•Development of European e-VLBI continues 
through NEXPReS

•Essential in keeping local expertise
•Vital for keeping in touch with NRENs

•Continued effort in outreach/dissemination

•NEXPReS continues to support e-VLBI 
operations

•Will report on e-VLBI for science, although not formal 
deliverable

•Gets some upgrades going
•Notably Mk5Cs at JIVE

•Step towards all EVN in e-VLBI
•Must increase interoperability with other VLBI networks

•Raise level of availability
•Continuous data quality monitoring

•Continuous network monitoring

•More remote control, immediate feedback
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1 /16eVSAG, Madrid, Nov 4 2011

eVSAG discussion items

•In EXPReS real-time observations were introduced
•Several policy issues discussed and implemented over EXPReS duration:

•Dedicated e-VLBI sessions
• For normal proposals

• Triggered proposals

•More readiness for ToO opportunities
• Not necessarily e-VLBI

•eVSAG must continue discussion of optimal procedures

•In NEXPReS more, new options may occur:
•Same real-time/transienst opportunities

• But including those that require multiple correlations

• And reaching 4Gbps data rates

•Distinction between real-time and disk recording will vanish
• Must define when science objectives are met

•Release data and re-correlate decisions

•Consumables bottleneck/logistics disappear
• Can have continuous array, small telescopes, distributed correlation

•Flexibility of array improves
• Can adapt schedules to observing conditions

• Or react to triggers!
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1 /16eVSAG, Madrid, Nov 4 2011

Opportunities 

• In addition, new requests from (new) user communities
•Could impact on policy discussions 

• RadioAstron, space applications

• Monitor programmes/astrometry/joint observations

• Triggers set by other observatories (link with LOFAR)

• This flexibility, will it bring new science?
•Can we handle it robustly?

•Logistics easier for fixed sessions, fixed schedules, fixed arrays
• Nature of the EVN is consortium with best efforts

• Are there ways forward without exploding the procedures?
•Already complex for telescope & correlator operators

•Also complex for users

•Data ownership for triggers, concurrent observations

• Can we address this by (yet) new services?
•Offer smaller sub-arrays?

•More e-VLBI days, leading to “VLBI every Friday”
• And some telescopes on Thursday as well?

•Central scheduling?

• Is it still done under the EVN flag?




